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Grossinger nevertheless finds their meeting place in subjective, lived experience. Dark Pool of Light is divided into three volumes: in Volume 1, Grossinger begins with the scientific and philosophical, analytical views of reality, exploring insights from them and extensions out of them. An expansive inquiry into the nature of consciousness, the series examines the tension between the scientific and philosophical, and psychic views of the same phenomena, and includes field and reality together with psychological and psychospiritual views of “that single thing which is most difficult to understand or vindicate: our own existence.” In 2008 Grossinger began studying with noted psychic teacher John Friedlander, who provided Grossinger with a personal view of the inner workings of the psyche, and offered instructions on how to understand the inner workings of the psyche. In Dark Pool of Light, his latest creation, Grossinger weaves neuroscience-based behaviorism and the phenomenology of “being” theory and research on all aspects of giftedness, both to help frame more valid research questions and to provide guidance for educational policy and practice.
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